Introduction
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Specific objective:
The topic of the article is a specific part of one of the objectives of the research project "Development of an integrated method for estimation of pesticide exposure for a non-agricultural occupationally exposed population". This objective is the development of methods for measurement of individual exposure (dermal exposure, air exposure, and impregnation).
Groups of studies:
Workers of two communities participated to the project. These communities are Angers city and its agglomeration Angers Loire Metropole.
Because no "non-exposed group" was analysed, the text in the paper " … and an unexposed reference group from the same area" must be removed.
Experimental Field Observations: "Nine operators working for Angers city"
Sampling: In the section on the relative precision of the method for measurement of exposure of hands the text must be changed to:
-"…by wiping both hands with two patches of sterile cotton gauze wetted with … " -"Samples were frozen within 2 hours of sampling." Table 2 : the "b)" cannot be attributed to hands and gloves contamination but to real all-body exposure only. Table 2 and Figure 3 must be interpreted as follows:
Results and discussion

Conclusions from
"These preliminary results show the analytical possibility of monitoring exposure to pesticides of non-agricultural workers by determination of skin concentrations (Fig. 3) . Additional measurements are needed for sound explanations, but these first results show that workers who do not apply the pesticides directly are also exposed, perhaps less than appliers, and that backpack sprayers could be responsible for greater exposure than motorized sprayers. The effect of protective clothing must be taken into account (Table 2) .
In a second phase of the study, more extensive sampling trials are planned to study the effect of air and skin conditions and possible relationships between these and exposure determined by analysis."
